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Abstract. Using the concept of variational tricomplex endowed with a presymplectic struc-
ture, we formulate the general notion of symmetry. We show that each generalized symmetry
of a gauge system gives rise to a sequence of conservation laws that are represented by on-
shell closed forms of various degrees. This extends the usual Noether’s correspondence
between global symmetries and conservation laws to the case of lower-degree conservation
laws and not necessarily variational equations of motion. Finally, we equip the space of
conservation laws of a given degree with a Lie bracket and establish a homomorphism of the
resulting Lie algebra to the Lie algebra of global symmetries.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we continue our study of the variational tricomplex and its applications initiated
in [27]. Loosely, the variational tricomplex may be viewed as the standard variational bicom-
plex [2, 11, 24, 26] endowed with one more coboundary operator, namely, the classical BRST
differential. The BRST differential carries an exhaustive information about the classical equa-
tions of motion, their gauge symmetries and identities. Although the BRST theory is commonly
regarded as a tool for quantizing gauge theories [15], the classical BRST differential, as such, has
nothing to do with quantization: to quantize a classical theory one or another extra structure is
needed. In the context of the variational tricomplex such an extra ingredient is most naturally
identified with a BRST-invariant presymplectic structure. Depending on the formalism one
uses to describe classical dynamics, different kinds of objects can be identified as presymplectic
structures. Within the Lagrangian formalism, for example, the presymplectic structure appears
as an odd symplectic form underlying the BV bracket on the space of fields and antifields.
In the BFV formalism of constrained Hamiltonian systems the same presymplectic structure
reincarnates as the canonical symplectic structure on the extended phase space. As was shown
in [27], the concept of variational tricomplex provides a uniform geometrical description of all
these reincarnations, maintaining an explicit space-time covariance even in the Hamiltonian pic-
ture of dynamics. In particular, it allows one to pass directly from the BV to BFV formalism at
the level of the BRST charge and master action; in so doing, the whole spectrum of BFV fields
and the presymplectic structure are generated immediately from those of the BV theory. More-
over, with due definition of the BRST differential [18, 22] the concept of variational tricomplex
extends beyond the scope of Lagrangian dynamics.
In the present paper, we focus upon the issues of global symmetries, conservation laws and
interrelation between them. In mathematical terms the conservation laws are described by
differential forms on an n-dimensional space-time manifold. The coefficients of these forms
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are assumed to be given by smooth functions of fields and their derivatives and the forms are
required to be closed by virtue of equations of motion, that is, on-shell. Two conservation laws
are considered as equivalent if they are represented by on-shell cohomologous differential forms.
The degree of a conservation law is by definition the degree of a form it is represented by. Since
the n-forms are automatically closed it makes sense to consider on-shell closed forms of degrees
less or equal to n − 1. These constitute the so-called characteristic cohomology of the system.
The “ordinary” conservation laws have the maximal degree n− 1, while those of degree < n− 1
are usually referred to as the lower-degree conservation laws1. The typical example of the top-
degree conservation law is provided by the energy-momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field,
which in actuality represents four independent conserved quantities. Here we also encounter the
lower-degree conservation law represented by the Hodge dual of the strength 2-form. The latter
owes its existence to the gauge invariance of the electromagnetic potentials and expresses Gauss’
law. Various results on lower-degree conservation laws, obtained by variety of techniques, can
be found in [5, 8, 14, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
The notion of conservation law is closely related to the idea of symmetry. Indeed, each top-
degree conservation law of a Lagrangian system defines and is defined by a global symmetry of
the action functional. This is the precise content of Noether’s first theorem on the link between
symmetries and conservation laws [21]. The nature of the lower-degree conservation laws is
somewhat different. As is well known [5], they owe their origin to (the special structure of)
gauge symmetries, rather than to global invariance. The presence of gauge symmetries is thus
a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the existence of lower-degree conservation laws.
Due to the second Noether’s theorem no ordinary conserved current corresponds to the gauge
invariance of the action [21]. We have to conclude that the top- and lower-degree conservation
laws are quite different things when viewed from the perspective of the conventional Lagrangian
formalism.
This difference disappears entirely within the variational tricomplex approach, where the ac-
tion functional is substituted by the classical BRST differential and the BRST-invariant presym-
plectic form. The global symmetries are then naturally identified with the infinitesimal trans-
formations that leave invariant either structure. We show that each symmetry, being defined in
such a way, gives rise to a sequence of conservation laws of decreasing degree. This allows us
to treat the top- and lower-degree conservation laws on equal footing, i.e., as a manifestation of
global symmetries. Furthermore, using the notion of a descendent presymplectic structure [27],
we are able to endow the space of conservation laws of a given degree with a Lie bracket. In
top-degree, this bracket reproduces the Dickey bracket in the space of conserved currents [11].
By construction, the Lie algebras of conservation laws come equipped with homomorphisms
to the Lie algebra of original global symmetries and one may regard these homomorphisms
as an extension of the first Noether’s theorem to the case of lower-degree conservation laws.
For Lagrangian gauge systems in the BV-BRST formalism such a connection between higher
symmetries and lower-degree conservation laws was established in [5].
Unification of top- and lower-degree conservation laws is not the only advantage of our ap-
proach. The chief value of the concept of variational tricomplex is that it equally well applies
to non-Lagrangian theories. In general, the existence of a compatible presymplectic structure
imposes less restrictions on the classical dynamics than the existence of a Lagrangian. Among
recent examples of this kind let us mention the derivation of conserved currents for the non-
Lagrangian equations of motion governing the dynamics of massless higher-spin fields [28]. It
should be noted that one and the same system of classical equations of motion may admit, in
1In physics it is customary to describe the conservation laws by polyvectors rather than forms. Since the
passage from forms to polyvectors involves the Hodge dualization w.r.t. to some background metric, the higher
the form-degree, the lower the polyvector-degree and vice versa. Correspondingly, the lower-degree conservation
laws from the viewpoint of forms become of higher-degree in terms of polyvectors.
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principle, several inequivalent presymplectic structures. Not only do these presymplectic struc-
tures lead to different quantizations, but they also lead to different links between symmetries
and conservation laws in the classical theory. It might be well to point out in this connection
that another generalization of the first Noether’s theorem to non-Lagrangian gauge theories was
proposed in [16, 17].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the concepts of variational
tricomplex and presymplectic structure. Here we also recall the notion of a descendent gauge
system [27], which is basic to our subsequent considerations. In Section 3, we introduce and study
the notions of physical observables, (Hamiltonian) symmetries and conservation laws. Among
other thing we show that each Hamiltonian symmetry originates from a physical observable and
the latter gives rise to a sequence of conservation laws of various degrees. In Section 4, we
slightly relax the defining conditions for a Hamiltonian symmetry and this enables us to endow
the space of conservation laws with the structure of a Lie algebra. The corresponding Lie bracket
is determined by the descendent presymplectic structure. In Section 5, the general formalism is
illustrated by three examples of physical interest: Maxwell’s electrodynamics, the Chern–Simons
theory, and the linearized gravity in the vierbein formalism. Appendix A contains some basic
facts concerning the geometry of jet bundles and the variational bicomplex.
2 Variational tricomplex of a local gauge system
Let M be an n-dimensional space-time manifold. In modern language the classical fields are just
the sections of a locally trivial fiber bundle pi : E → M . The typical fiber F of E is called the
target space of fields. For trivial bundles, E = M × F , the fields are merely smooth mappings
φ : M → F . For simplicity we restrict ourselves to vector bundles, in which case the space of
fields Γ(E) has the structure of vector space. At the same time, to accommodate fermionic
fields as well as ghost fields associated with gauge symmetries, we assume pi : E → M to be
a Z-graded supervector bundle. This means that the typical fiber F has the structure of a Z-
graded superspace, while the base M remains an ordinary (nongraded) manifold M . Following
the physical tradition, we refer to the Z-grading as the ghost number and denote the degree of
a homogeneous object A by gh(A). The Grassmann parity will be denoted by (A). The latter
is responsible for the sign rule. It should be emphasized that in the presence of fermions there is
no natural correlation between the Grassmann parity and the ghost number. Since throughout
the paper we work exclusively in the category of Z-graded supervector bundles, we omit the
boring prefixes “super” and “graded” whenever possible. For a quick introduction to the graded
differential geometry we refer the reader to [9, 23, 25, 34].
A fundamental tenet of classical field theory is locality. Above all it implies that the dynamics
of fields are governed by partial differential equations. The basic tool for a geometric approach
to differential equations is provided by the jet bundle formalism. In our case a relevant jet bundle
is the bundle pi∞ : J∞E →M of infinite jets associated with the vector bundle pi : E →M . The
differential forms on J∞E carry the structure of double complex. This double complex is called
the variational bicomplex because one of its differentials coincides with the variational derivative.
This leads one to a formal variational calculus that can be viewed as a geometrized version of
the classical calculus of variations. The free variational bicomplex represents thus a natural
kinematical basis for formulating local field theories. It is summarized in Appendix A, where
we also explain our notation. In the recent paper [27], the concept of variational bicomplex was
enhanced by introducing two more geometrical ingredients: a classical BRST differential and
a BRST-invariant presymplectic structure. The former brings dynamics into the free variational
bicomplex by making it into a tricomplex, while the latter is responsible for quantization and,
as we will show below, for establishing a correspondence between symmetries and conservation
laws. Let us describe these two extra structures in more detail.
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2.1 Presymplectic structure
By a presymplectic (2,m)-form on J∞E we understand an element ω ∈ Λ2,m(J∞E) satisfying
δω ' 0.
The sign ' means equality modulo d-exact forms. It might be worth to mention that the
horizontal degree m of the presymplectic form need not be a priori related to the dimension n of
the space-time manifold M . Two presymplectic forms are considered as equivalent if they differ
by a d-exact form. In what follows, we will not distinguish between ω ∈ Λ2,m(J∞E) and its
equivalence class [ω] in the quotient space Λ˜2,m(J∞E) = Λ2,m(J∞E)/dΛ2,m−1(J∞E), denoting
both by ω. According to the definition above the presymplectic forms are the cocycles of the
relative “δ modulo d” cohomology in vertical degree 2.
The form ω is assumed to be homogeneous, so that we can speak of an odd or even presymplec-
tic structure of definite ghost number. The triviality of the relative “δ modulo d” cohomology2
in positive vertical degree (see [11, Section 19.3.9]) implies that any presymplectic (2,m)-form is
exact, namely, there exists a homogeneous (1,m)-form θ such that ω ' δθ. The form θ is called
a presymplectic potential for ω. The presymplectic potential is obviously not unique. If θ0 is
one of the presymplectic potentials for ω, then setting ω0 = δθ0 we get
δω0 = 0, ω0 ' ω.
In other words, any presymplectic form has a δ-closed representative.
An evolutionary vector field X is called Hamiltonian with respect to ω if it preserves the
presymplectic form, that is,
LXω ' 0. (2.1)
Obviously, the Hamiltonian vector fields form a subalgebra in the Lie algebra of all evolutionary
vector fields. We denote this subalgebra by Xω(J
∞E). Equation (2.1) is equivalent to
δiXω ' 0.
Again, because of the triviality of the relative δ-cohomology, we can write
iXω ' δH (2.2)
for some H ∈ Λ0,m(J∞E). We refer to H as a Hamiltonian form (or Hamiltonian) associated
with X. It is clear that equation (2.2) defines the Hamiltonian only modulo adding to H
a d-exact form. Therefore, two Hamiltonian forms H and H ′ will be considered as equivalent
if H ' H ′. By abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol H to denote a particular
Hamiltonian form and its equivalence class. Sometimes, to indicate the relation between the
Hamiltonian vector fields and forms, we will write XH for X. In general, this relationship is far
from being one-to-one.
The space Λmω (J
∞E) of all Hamiltonian m-forms can be endowed with the structure of a Lie
algebra. The corresponding Lie bracket is defined as follows: If XA and XB are two Hamiltonian
vector fields associated with the Hamiltonian forms A and B, then
{A,B} = (−1)(XA)iXAiXBω. (2.3)
The next proposition shows that the bracket is well defined and possesses all the required
properties.
2Recall that we have restricted ourselves to the fields associated with vector bundles, where the target space
of fields is contractible. For more general fiber bundles the triviality of the relative δ-cohomology should be taken
as hypothesis.
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Proposition 2.1 ([27]). The bracket (2.3) is bilinear over reals, maps the Hamiltonian forms
to Hamiltonian ones, enjoys the symmetry property
{A,B} ' −(−1)((A)+(ω))((B)+(ω)){B,A},
and obeys the Jacobi identity
{C, {A,B}} ' {{C,A}, B}+ (−1)((C)+(ω))((A)+(ω)){A, {C,B}}.
Combining equations (2.2) and (2.3), one can see that
{A,B} ' (−1)(A)LXAB. (2.4)
The last relation gives an equivalent definition for the Poison bracket.
Let kerω denote the space of all Hamiltonian vector fields X with zero Hamiltonian, i.e.,
iXω ' 0.
It is easy to see that kerω is an ideal in the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields Xω(J
∞E).
One can regard the quotient Xω(J
∞E)/ kerω as the Lie algebra of nontrivial Hamiltonian vector
fields. The next proposition relates this Lie algebra to the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian forms.
Proposition 2.2. There is a short exact sequence
0 // Λm(M)
pi∗∞ // Λmω (J
∞E) α // Xω(J∞E)/ kerω // 0 ,
where pi∗∞ is the pull back of the canonical projection pi∞ : J∞E →M and the map α assigns to
each Hamiltonian form A the equivalence class XA + kerω.
We leave it to the reader to check exactness. It is significant that α is a homomorphism of
Lie algebras [27]. This means that
X{A,B} = [XA, XB] (mod kerω) ∀A,B ∈ Λmω (J∞E), (2.5)
and the ideal kerα consists of the field-independent differential forms.
It follows from the definition (2.2) that each Hamiltonian form is necessarily invariant w.r.t.
the action of the kernel distribution, that is,
LXA ' 0 ∀X ∈ kerω, ∀A ∈ Λmω (J∞E).
Therefore, the more degenerate the presymplectic structure, the less the size of the space of
Hamiltonian forms. A presymplectic form ω is called nondegenerate if kerω = 0, in which case
we refer to it as a symplectic form.
For a general discussion of a presymplectic structure as well as numerous applications of this
notion in field theory we refer the reader to the papers [1, 7, 10, 12, 19, 20, 28, 35] and the
references therein.
2.2 Classical BRST differential
An odd evolutionary vector field Q on J∞E is called homological if
[Q,Q] = 2Q2 = 0, gh(Q) = 1. (2.6)
We will use the special notation δQ for the Lie derivative along the homological vector field Q.
It follows from the definition that δ2Q = 0. Hence, δQ is a differential of the algebra Λ
∗,∗(J∞E)
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increasing the ghost number by 1. Moreover, the operator δQ anticommutes with the coboundary
operators d and δ:
δQd+ dδQ = 0, δQδ + δδQ = 0.
This allows us to speak of the tricomplex Λ∗,∗,∗(J∞E; δ, d, δQ), where
δQ : Λ
p,q,r(J∞E)→ Λp,q,r+1(J∞E)
and r is the ghost number.
In the physical literature the operator δQ is called the classical BRST differential and we will
also use this term to refer to the homological vector field Q itself.
The equations of motion of a gauge theory are recovered by considering the zero locus of Q.
In terms of the adapted coordinates (xi, φaI ) on J
∞E the vector field Q, being evolutionary,
assumes the form3
Q = ∂IQ
a ∂
∂φaI
.
Then there exists an integer l such that the equations
∂IQ
a = 0, |I| = k,
define a submanifold Σk ⊂ J l+kE. The standard regularity condition implies that Σk+1 fibers
over Σk for each k. This gives the infinite sequence of projections
· · · // Σl+3 // Σl+2 // Σl+1 // Σl //M,
which enables us to define the zero locus of Q as the inverse limit
Σ∞ = lim←− Σ
k.
In physics, the submanifold Σ∞ ⊂ J∞E is usually referred to as the shell. The terminology is
justified by the fact that the classical field equations as well as their differential consequences
can be written as4
(j∞φ)∗(∂IQa) = 0. (2.7)
In other words, the field φ ∈ Γ(E) satisfies the classical equations of motion iff j∞φ ∈ Σ∞. In
the conventional BRST theory of variational gauge systems, the relationship between the zero
locus of the classical BRST differential and solutions to the classical equations of motion was
studied in [13]. The extension to non-Lagrangian gauge systems may be found in [18].
It follows from (2.6) that the shell Σ∞ is invariant under the action of Q. This makes
possible to pull the “free” variational tricomplex Λ∗,∗,∗(J∞E; δ, d, δQ) back to Σ∞ and so define
the on-shell tricomplex Λ∗,∗,∗(Σ∞; δ, d, δQ). The latter is not generally d-exact even locally and
this gives rise to various interesting cohomology groups associated with gauge dynamics. For
example, the groups H0,∗,0(Σ∞; d) describe the so-called characteristic cohomology of a gauge
3We use the multi-index notation according to which the multi-index I = i1i2 · · · ik represents the set of
symmetric covariant indices and ∂I = ∂i1 · · · ∂ik . The order of the multi-index is given by |I| = k.
4To avoid any confusion, let us stress that the collection of fields φ includes both the “usual fields” (i.e.,
those with ghost number zero) and the ghost fields. Accordingly, by the classical field equations we mean partial
differential equations for the whole collection of fields φ. The equations for “usual fields” are then obtained by
projecting the shell to the sector of ghost number zero.
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system, see [5, 8, 14, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and Section 3 below. The interpretation of some other
groups can be found in [17].
It should be noted that the first variational tricomplex for gauge systems was introduced
in [6] as the Koszul–Tate resolution of the usual variational bicomplex for partial differential
equations. Using this tricomplex, the authors of [6] were able to relate various Lie algebras
associated with the global symmetries and conservation laws of a classical gauge system. Our
tricomplex is similar in nature but involves the full BRST differential, and not its Koszul–Tate
part.
2.3 Q-invariant presymplectic structure and its descendants
By a gauge system on J∞E we mean a pair (Q,ω) consisting of a classical BRST differential Q
and a Q-invariant presymplectic (2,m)-form ω. In other words, the vector field Q is supposed
to be Hamiltonian with respect to ω, so that δQω ' 0. Then, according to (2.1) and (2.2), there
exist forms ω1, L, and θ1 such that
δQω = dω1, iQω = δL+ dθ1, (2.8)
with L being the Hamiltonian for Q relative to ω. As was mentioned in Section 2.1, we can
always assume that ω = δθ for some presymplectic potential θ, so that δω = 0. Then applying δ
to the second equality in (2.8) and using the first one, we find d(ω1 − δθ1) = 0. On account of
the exactness of the variational bicomplex the last relation is equivalent to
ω1 ' δθ1.
Thus, ω1 is a presymplectic (2,m− 1)-form on J∞E with the presymplectic potential θ1. Fur-
thermore, the form ω1 is Q-invariant as one can easily see by applying δQ to the first equality
in (2.8) and using once again the fact of exactness of the variational bicomplex. Let L1 denote
the Hamiltonian for Q with respect to ω1, i.e.,
iQω1 ' δL1, L1 ∈ Λ0,m−1(J∞E).
Given the pair (Q,ω), we call ω1 the descendent presymplectic structure on J
∞E and refer to
(Q,ω1) as the descendent gauge system. This construction of a descendent gauge system can
be iterated producing a sequence of gauge systems (Q,ωk), where the k-th presymplectic form
ωk ∈ Λ2,m−k(J∞E) is the descendant of the previous form ωk−1. The minimal k for which
ωk ' 0 gives a numerical invariant of the original gauge system (Q,ω). We call it the length of
a gauge system.
3 Symmetries, observables and conservation laws
Definition 3.1. Given a classical BRST differential Q, a form α ∈ Λ0,m(J∞E) is said to define
a conservation law of degree m if
dα|Σ∞ = 0. (3.1)
The conservation law is called trivial if α|Σ∞ ' 0.
In other words, the conservation laws are represented by the on-shell closed forms and the
trivial conservation laws correspond to the on-shell exact forms. This allows us to identify the
space of nontrivial conservation laws with the cohomology groups H0,m(Σ∞; d) of the on-shell
variational bicomplex. In addition to the form degree these groups are also graded by the ghost
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number. In what follows, the form degree of a horizontal form α ∈ Λ0,m(J∞E) will be denoted
by degα = m.
Due to the standard regularity condition [5, Section 5.1], equation (3.1) implies the existence
of a form χ such that
dα = iQχ.
The form χ is called the characteristic of the conservation law α. Note that shifting a characteris-
tic by a d-exact form one does not change the equivalence class of the corresponding conservation
law. This gives a natural equivalence relation on the space of characteristics. A characteristic χ
is called trivial if χ ' 0.
Given a conservation law represented by an m-form α together with an m-cycle C ⊂M and
a field configuration φ ∈ Γ(E), we can define the integral
I[φ] =
∫
C
(j∞φ)∗(α).
By construction, the integrand is given by a closed form on M provided that j∞φ ∈ Σ∞.
Therefore, for a fixed solution φ, the value of the integral depends only on the homology class
of C in M . It is the invariance of the functional I[φ] under continues deformations of C which
is usually meant by a conservation law5. The functional I[φ] is called the conserved charge.
Definition 3.2. A form α ∈ Λ0,m(J∞E) is called an observable of degree m if
δQα ' 0.
An observable α is said to be trivial if α ' δQβ for some β.
According to this definition the space of nontrivial observables of degree m and ghost num-
ber r is identified with the cohomology groups H0,m,r(J∞E; δQ). (Here we slightly deviate from
the standard usage. Usually, by an observable in the BRST theory one means a Q-invariant
quantity with ghost number zero, which corresponds to a gauge invariant local observable.
According to our definition an observable may have nonzero ghost number.)
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the complex
0 // R // Λ0,0(J∞E) d // Λ0,1(J∞E) d // · · · d // Λ0,n(J∞E) (3.2)
is exact6. Then each observable α0 of degree m gives rise to the sequence of observables and
conservation laws {αk}mk=1, where the characteristic of αk is given by δαk−1 and degαk = m−k.
Trivial observables give rise to trivial conservation laws.
Note that the proposition does not assert that all conservation laws originating from a non-
trivial observable are nontrivial.
Proof. We use the cohomological descent method [5]. From Definition 3.2 of an observable it
follows that
δQα0 = dα1 (3.3)
5In physical problems the m-chain C is often noncompact (e.g., a time-slice in the Minkowski space), in which
case some appropriate asymptotic conditions on the fields are imposed to provide the existence and conservation
of the charge I[φ].
6This is the case, for example, when M ' Rn.
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for some α1 of degree m−1. By Definition 3.1, α1 is a conservation law with characteristic δα0.
Applying the differential δQ to both sides of (3.3) yields dδQα1 = 0. The complex (3.2) being
exact, we can write δQα1 = dα2 for some α2 ∈ Λ0,m−2(J∞E). Thus, α1 is an observable and α2
is a conservation law with characteristic δα1. Iterating this construction once and again, we get
the sequence {αk} of observables and conservation laws.
If α0 is a trivial observable, then α0 = δQβ+ dγ and α1 = δQγ+ dσ for some σ. Hence, α1 is
trivial as an observable and as a conservation law. 
Definition 3.4. An evolutionary vector field X is called a symmetry of a gauge system if it
preserves the classical BRST differential, that is,
[X,Q] = 0.
It follows from the definition that the flow generated by X preserves the shell Σ∞ mapping
solutions to solutions.
Definition 3.5. A symmetry X is called trivial or a gauge symmetry, if there exists another
evolutionary vector field Y such that X = [Q,Y ].
It is easy to see that the gauge symmetries form an ideal XGS(J
∞E) in the Lie algebra
of all symmetries XS(J
∞E). Therefore, it is natural to identify the Lie algebra of nontrivial
symmetries with the quotient XS(J
∞E)/XGS(J∞E). The latter can also be regarded as the
group of δQ-cohomology, with the differential δQ – the Lie derivative along Q – acting in the
space of evolutionary vector fields.
In this paper, we are mostly interested in the Hamiltonian symmetries of gauge systems.
Definition 3.6. A symmetry X is called Hamiltonian if X is a Hamiltonian vector field.
Proposition 3.7. The Hamiltonian of a Hamiltonian symmetry is an observable. Trivial Hamil-
tonian symmetries corresponds to trivial observables.
Proof. By definition we have
iXω ' δα,
where α is a Hamiltonian of X. Acting by δQ on both the sides of the last expression, we get
δδQα ' 0.
By Proposition A.1,
δQα = pi
∗
∞(β) + dγ, (3.4)
where β is a differential form on M . If gh(β) = gh(α) + 1 6= 0, then automatically β = 0 as we
have no parameters with nonzero ghost number. In the general case, consider a solution φ ∈ Γ(E)
to the equations of motion (2.7). We have (j∞φ)∗(δQα) = (j∞φ)∗(iQδφ) = 0. Applying now
the pullback (j∞φ)∗ to both the sides of (3.4), we find β = −d(j∞φ)∗(γ). Hence, δQα ' 0 and
the form α is an observable.
If X = δQY , then, according to (2.4) and (2.5), the Hamiltonian of X is given by the form
α = −δQβ + dγ, where β is the Hamiltonian of Y and γ is an arbitrary (m − 1)-form. Thus,
α is a trivial observable. 
Combining the last proposition with Proposition 3.3, we arrive at the following statement.
Corollary 3.8. If the sequence (3.2) is exact, then each Hamiltonian symmetry gives rise to
a sequence of conservation laws, perhaps trivial.
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For example, the classical BRST differential Q can be viewed as a symmetry for itself. So,
it gives rise to a conservation law L1 defined by the equation δQL = dL1, where L is the
Hamiltonian of Q relative to ω. It is not hard to see [27] that the form L′1 = L1 + iQθ1, defining
an equivalent conservation law, is Hamiltonian relative to the descendent presymplectic structure
ω1 = δθ1. Indeed, applying δQ to both the sides of the second equality in (2.8), we get
iQδQω = −δδQL− dδQθ1,
iQdω1 = −δdL1 − d(iQδ − δiQ)θ1,
diQω1 = dδ(L1 + iQθ1)− diQω1,
and hence
2iQω1 ' δ(L1 + iQθ1) = δL′1.
It then follows from equation (2.5) that δ{L′1, L′1} ' 8iQ2ω1 = 0. If gh{L′1, L′1} 6= 0, then
{L′1, L′1}1 ' 0. (3.5)
In the case where L is a form of top horizontal degree, the integral
Ω[φ] =
∫
N
(j∞φ)∗(L′1)
over a Cauchy hypersurface N ⊂ M is called the classical BRST charge and equation (3.5) is
known as the classical master equation, see [27].
In a sense the example of the BRST symmetry Q is the exception rather than the rule. Ge-
nerally the conservation laws associated with Hamiltonian symmetries are neither Hamiltonian
nor equivalent to Hamiltonian (relative to the descendent presymplectic structure). In the
next section, we will see that the descendent presymplectic forms do induce appropriate Lie
brackets on the conservation laws of various degrees providing one properly extends the notion
of a Hamiltonian form.
4 The Lie algebra of conservation laws
As was mentioned in Section 2.2 the variational tricomplex admits a consistent restriction to
the shell Σ∞. The cochains of the on-shell tricomplex can be identified with the equivalence
classes of differential forms on J∞E, where two forms α and β are considered equivalent if
α|Σ∞ = β|Σ∞ .
For the further convenience we also introduce the sign of “weak equality” ≈ meaning that
α ≈ β ⇔ α|Σ∞ ' β|Σ∞ .
Due to the regularity condition for Σ∞, the equation α ≈ 0 simply means that there exists
a d-exact form dσ such that the difference α− dσ belongs to the differential ideal of Λ∗,∗(J∞E)
algebraically generated by all the differential forms of the form iQβ and δQγ.
Definition 4.1. A symmetry X of a gauge system (Q,ω) is called on-shell Hamiltonian if there
exists a form α such that
iXω ≈ δα. (4.1)
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As a consequence of the definition, LXω ≈ 0 for any on-shell Hamiltonian symmetry X.
The converse is not always true as the on-shell bicomplex may not be globally exact in columns
even if the underlying fiber bundle of fields pi : E → M is a vector bundle. It is obvious that
the Hamiltonian symmetries form a subalgebra in the Lie algebra of all on-shell Hamiltonian
symmetries. We denote the latter by Xω,Q(J
∞E).
Equation (4.1) defines α only modulo d-exact and on-shell vanishing forms. A form α satis-
fying (4.1) for some symmetry X will be called on-shell Hamiltonian. Two on-shell Hamiltonian
forms α and α′ associated with one and the same symmetry X will be considered as equivalent
if α′ ≈ α. Due to the regularity of the shell the last equality is equivalent to the existence of
forms β and γ such that α′ − α = iQβ + dγ.
Proposition 4.2. The equivalence classes of on-shell Hamiltonian forms make a Lie algebra
with respect to the bracket
{α, β} = (−1)(X)iXiY ω, (4.2)
where X and Y are symmetries associated with α and β, respectively.
The proof of this proposition literally repeats that of Proposition 2.1 if one replaces the
equality ' by the weaker one ≈. The Lie algebra of all on-shell Hamiltonian m-forms will be
denoted by Λmω,Q(J
∞E). For Lagrangian theories without gauge symmetries the Lie bracket (4.2)
of the first integrals of motion was studied in [11].
Let kerQ ω denote the space of all symmetries satisfying the homogeneous equation
iXω ≈ 0.
It is clear that kerQ ω contains the intersection XS(J
∞E)∩kerω and is contained in Xω,Q(J∞E).
If now X ∈ kerQ ω and Y ∈ Xω,Q(J∞E), then
LY iXω ≈ i[Y,X]ω ≈ 0.
This shows that kerQ ω is an ideal of the Lie algebra Xω,Q(J
∞E) and we can define the quotient
algebra Xω,Q(J
∞E)/ kerQ ω.
Proposition 4.3. The correspondence α 7→ Xα + kerQ ω defines a homomorphism
f : Λmω,Q(J
∞E)→ Xω,Q(J∞E)/ kerQ ω
of the Lie algebras.
The proof is straightforward. Notice that ker f contains the field-independent forms, i.e.,
the elements of impi∗∞. Belonging to the center of the Lie algebra Λmω,Q(J
∞E), these forms are
responsible for appearance of possible central charges in the Lie algebra of on-shell Hamiltonian
symmetries or, more properly, in its preimage in Λmω,Q(J
∞E).
Theorem 4.4. Let {αk} be the sequence of conservation laws associated with a Hamiltonian
symmetry X. Then the form αk is on-shell Hamiltonian w.r.t. the k-th descendent presymplectic
structure.
Proof. Let α be a Hamiltonian of X. Then
iXω = δα+ dα
′
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form some α′. Applying δQ to the last equality, we get
−(−1)(X)iXδQω = −(−1)(X)δδQα− dδQα′,
−(−1)(X)iXdω1 = −(−1)(X)δdα1 − dδQα′, (4.3)
diXω1 = dδα1 + dδQα
′.
This implies
iXω1 = δα1 + δQα
′ + dα′1 (4.4)
for some α′1. Hence,
iXω1 ≈ δα1
and α1 is an on-shell Hamiltonian form relative to ω1. Now acting on both the sides of (4.4)
by δQ, we get
−(−1)(X)iXδQω1 = −(−1)(X)δδQα1 − dδQα′1.
This relation coincides in form with the first line of (4.3). Therefore, there exists a form α′2 such
that
iXω2 = δα2 + δQα
′
1 + dα
′
2
and we conclude that α2 is on-shell Hamiltonian. Iterating this construction once and again, we
obtain the sequence of relations
iXωk = δαk + δQα
′
k−1 + dα
′
k (4.5)
meaning that all the forms αk are on-shell Hamiltonian. 
Combining the above theorem with Proposition 4.3, we arrive at
Corollary 4.5. The descendent conservation laws associated with Hamiltonian symmetries form
Lie algebras w.r.t. the descendent Lie brackets.
In particular, if kerQ ωk = 0, then the algebra Λ
m−k
Q,ωk
(J∞E) is given by a central extension of
the Lie algebra Xω,Q(J
∞E). This statement may be viewed as a main result of the paper. It
relates the conservation laws of various degrees to the symmetries of the gauge system (Q,ω),
that is, to the evolutionary vector fields that preserve both the classical BRST differential Q
and the BRST invariant presymplectic structure ω.
Given the sequence of conservation laws {αk} associated with a Hamiltonian symmetry X,
the minimal k for which αk ≈ 0 is called the length of the symmetry X.
5 Some applications
In this section, we illustrate the general formalism above by a few examples of physical interest.
Since the gauge theories we are going to consider are originally formulated in terms of the
Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism, we start with a brief explanation of how this formalism fits into
our framework. For more details we refer the reader to [27].
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5.1 BV formalism
The starting point of the BV formalism is an infinite-dimensional manifold M0 of gauge fields
that live on an n-dimensional space-time M . Depending on a particular structure of gauge
symmetry the manifoldM0 is extended to an N-graded manifoldM containingM0 as its body.
The new fields of positive N-degree are called the ghosts and the N-grading is referred to as the
ghost number. Let us collectively denote all the original fields and ghosts by ΦA and refer to
them as fields. At the next step the space of fields M is further extended by introducing the
odd cotangent bundle ΠT ∗[−1]M. The fiber coordinates, called antifields, are denoted by Φ∗A.
These are assigned with the following ghost numbers and Grassmann parities:
gh(Φ∗A) = − gh
(
ΦA
)− 1, (Φ∗A) = (ΦA)+ 1 (mod 2).
Thus, the total space of the odd cotangent bundle ΠT ∗[−1]M becomes a Z-graded supermani-
fold. The canonical Poisson structure on ΠT ∗[−1]M is determined by the following odd Poisson
bracket in the space of smooth functionals of Φ and Φ∗:
(A,B) =
∫
M
(
δrA
δΦA
δlB
δΦ∗A
− δrA
δΦ∗A
δlB
δΦA
)
dnx.
Here dnx is a volume form on M and the subscripts l and r refer to the standard left and
right functional derivatives. In the physical literature the above bracket is usually called the
antibracket or the BV bracket.
The functionals of the form
A =
∫
M
(j∞φ)∗(a),
where φ = (Φ,Φ∗) and a ∈ Λ˜0,n(J∞E), are called local. Under suitable boundary conditions
for φ’s the map a 7→ A defines an isomorphism of vector spaces, which gives rise to a pulled-back
Lie bracket on Λ˜0,n(J∞E). This last bracket is determined by the symplectic structure
ω = δΦ∗A ∧ δΦA ∧ dnx (5.1)
on the jet bundle J∞E of fields and antifields. By definition, gh(ω) = −1 and (ω) = 1. We
will denote this Lie bracket by the same round brackets.
The central goal of the BV formalism is the construction of a master action. This is given
by a local functional
S[φ] =
∫
M
(j∞φ)∗(L)
obeying the classical master equation
(S, S) = 0 ⇔ {L,L} ' 0. (5.2)
The master Lagrangian L is required to be of ghost number zero and start with the Lagrangian
L0 of the original fields to which one couples vertices involving antifields. All these vertices can
be found systematically from the master equation (5.2) by means of the homological perturbation
theory [15].
Since the canonical symplectic structure (5.1) of the BV formalism is nondegenerate, any form
of top horizontal degree is Hamiltonian, i.e., Λnω(J
∞E) = Λ0,n(J∞E). Then the action of the
classical BRST differential on Λ0,n(J∞E) is canonically generated by the master Lagrangian:
Q = (L, · ). (5.3)
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Because of the classical master equation (5.2), the operator Q squares to zero. Fixing a vo-
lume form dnx on M allows us to identify the spaces Λ0,n(J∞E) and Λ0,0(J∞E). Upon this
identification the action (5.3) induces that in the space of 0-forms. The latter specifies the
evolutionary vector field Q completely.
Thus, we see that the standard ingredients of the BV formalism – the antibracket and the
master action – define a gauge system in our sense; in so doing, the classical BRST differential
is generated by the master action through the antibracket.
The following statement is of particular importance for the BV formalism.
Proposition 5.1. Let (Q,ω) be a gauge system, with ω being a symplectic form. Then a Hamil-
tonian vector field XA with ghA 6= −1 is a symmetry iff it preserves the Hamiltonian of Q, i.e.,
LXAL ' 0.
Proof. According to equations (2.4) and (2.5) we have
LXAL ' (−1)(XA){A,L} and i[XA,Q]ω ' δ{A,L}.
If XA preserves L, then the r.h.s. of the second equation vanishes and we conclude that [XA, Q] ∈
kerω. For symplectic forms this implies that [XA, Q] = 0; and hence, XA is a symmetry.
Conversely, if XA is a symmetry, then the l.h.s. of the second equation vanishes and we get
δ{A,L} ' 0, where gh{A,L} = ghA + 1 6= 0. Since the relative δ-cohomology is trivial in
nonzero ghost number, we conclude that {A,L} ' 0. By the first equation, this means that XA
preserves L. 
Let us now turn to specific gauge systems.
5.2 Maxwell’s electrodynamics
In the BV approach [15], the free electromagnetic field on a 4-dimensional space-time mani-
fold M is described by the gauge potential7 A ∈ Λ1(M), the ghost field C ∈ Λ0(M) as well as
their antifields A∗ ∈ Λ3(M) and C∗ ∈ Λ4(M). The ghost number distribution reads
gh(C∗) = −2, gh(A∗) = −1, gh(A) = 0, gh(C) = 1,
and the Grassmann parity is just the ghost number modulo 2. The space of fields and antifields
is endowed with the canonical symplectic structure
ω = δA ∧ δA∗ + δC ∧ δC∗, gh(ω) = −1. (5.4)
The action of the classical BRST differential is given by the equations
δQC
∗ = dA∗, δQA∗ = dF˜ , δQA = dC, δQC = 0. (5.5)
Here F = dA is the strength of the electromagnetic field and F˜ = ∗F is its Hodge dual. Notice
that the Maxwell equations dF˜ = 0 are the part of the defining relations for the zero locus of Q.
The Hamiltonian of the classical BRST differential Q is given by the BV master Lagrangian
L =
1
2
F ∧ F˜ +A∗ ∧ dC, iQω ' δL. (5.6)
As a consequence of Q2 = 0, the master Lagrangian L satisfies the BV master equation
{L,L} = −i2Qω ' 0.
7For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the gauge potential defines a connection in a trivial U(1)-bundle
over M . This makes possible to identify the space of abelian connections with the space of 1-forms.
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Applying the BRST differential to (5.4) yields the descendent presymplectic structure
ω1 = δC ∧ δA∗ + δA ∧ δF˜ , δQω = dω1, gh(ω1) = 0.
The descendent Hamiltonian of Q is given by the conserved BRST current L′1 = 2L1, where
L1 = C ∧ dF˜ , dL1 = δQL.
The current is obviously trivial as L1 ≈ 0. Integrating L′1 over a Cauchy hypersurface N ⊂M ,
we get the classical BRST charge Ω =
∫
N L
′
1. Again, in view of the equation Q
2 = 0, the BRST
current obeys the classical master equation
{L′1, L′1}1 = −i2Qω1 ' 0.
Acting now by the BRST differential on ω1, we get one more presymplectic structure of ghost
number one
ω2 = δC ∧ δF˜ , δQω1 = dω2, gh(ω2) = 1.
This last form, being “absolutely” invariant under the BRST transformations (5.5), leaves no
further descendants. Thus, the length of Maxwell’s electrodynamics relative to the BV symplec-
tic structure (5.4) equals 2.
Given a Killing vector ξ of the background metric, one can define an even vector field X on
the space of fields and antifields. The latter is determined by the relations
δXΦ = LξΦ, Φ = (A,C,A
∗, C∗). (5.7)
Here δX = iXδ + δiX denotes the Lie derivative along the evolutionary vector field X on the
jet space of fields and antifields, while Lξ = diξ + iξd is the usual Lie derivative on horizontal
forms. Using Proposition 5.1, one can easily see that X is a symmetry of the gauge system, i.e.,
[Q,X] = 0. Furthermore, this symmetry is Hamiltonian relative to (5.4):
iXω ' δΞ,
where
Ξ = −A∗ ∧ LξA− C∗ ∧ LξC, gh(Ξ) = −1.
The Hamiltonian Ξ generates the symmetry transformations (5.7) through the BV bracket
δXΦ = −{Ξ,Φ}, Φ = (A,C,A∗, C∗).
By Proposition 3.7, Ξ is an observable. We have
δQΞ = dΘ, Θ ≈ 1
2
(
F ∧ iξF˜ − F˜ ∧ iξF
)
, gh(Θ) = 0.
Thus, to each Killing vector we can associate a conserved current Θ. Using the Hodge dualiza-
tion, we can write
∗Θ = ξµTµνdxν ,
where {xν} are local coordinates on M and Tµν = Tνµ is nothing but the energy-momentum
tensor of the electromagnetic field. Since δQΘ = 0, the observable Ξ gives no lower-degree
conservation laws. In other words, the length of the space-time symmetry X is equal to 1.
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The free electromagnetic field admits also a symmetry of length 2. This is generated by the
evolutionary vector field Y defined by the relations
δY C
∗ = 0, δYA∗ = 0, δYA = 0, δY C = 1.
One can easily check that Y is a nontrivial Hamiltonian symmetry of the master Lagrangian (5.6),
i.e.,
[Q,Y ] = 0, iY ω = δC
∗, LY L ' 0.
The symmetry owes its origin to the global reducibility [5, 29] of the gauge transformations
δεA = dε, meaning that we can shift the gauge parameter ε by an arbitrary constant for no
change of δεA. By Proposition 3.7, C
∗ is an observable giving rise to the sequence of conservation
laws
δQC
∗ = dA∗, δQA∗ = dF˜ , δQF˜ = 0.
As is seen, the forms A∗ and F˜ define the conserved currents of degrees 3 and 2, so that the
length of the symmetry Y is 2. The latter conserved current has ghost number zero and expresses
Gauss’ law:
q =
∫
S
F˜ .
In words, it states that the net electric flux through any closed, space-like surface S is equal to
the net electric charge q within that closed surface.
5.3 The abelian Chern–Simons theory
Consider now the Chern–Simons theory for a trivial U(1)-bundle over a 3-dimensional mani-
fold M . The theory is known to be purely gauge, possessing no local degrees of freedom. The
spectrum of the BV fields and antifields is given by the gauge potential A ∈ Λ1(M), ghost field
C ∈ Λ0(M) and their conjugate antifields A∗ ∈ Λ2(M) and C∗ ∈ Λ3(M). These are prescribed
the following ghost numbers:
gh(C∗) = −2, gh(A∗) = −1, gh(A) = 0, gh(C) = 1.
The classical BRST differential Q acts in the space of fields and antifields according to the
relations
δQC
∗ = dA∗, δQA∗ = dA, δQA = dC, δQC = 0. (5.8)
This action is Hamiltonian with respect to the canonical BV symplectic structure
ω = δA ∧ δA∗ + δC ∧ δC∗, gh(ω) = −1, (5.9)
and the Hamiltonian for Q is given by the ghost-extended Chern–Simons’ Lagrangian
L =
1
2
A ∧ dA+ dC ∧A∗, iQω ' δL.
As usual the BRST differential of L gives rise to the conserved BRST current L′1 = 2L1, where
L1 =
3
2
C ∧ dA, dL1 = δQL.
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This current is necessarily trivial. Starting from the BV symplectic structure (5.9), one can
define the full sequence of descendent presymplectic structures of increasing ghost number:
δQω = dω1, ω1 =
1
2δA ∧ δA+ δC ∧ δA∗, gh(ω1) = 0,
δQω1 = dω2, ω2 = δC ∧ δA, gh(ω2) = 1,
δQω2 = dω3, ω3 =
1
2δC ∧ δC, gh(ω3) = 2.
In particular, the BRST current L′1 obeys the master equation
{L′1, L′1}1 ' 0
relative to the Lie bracket associated with ω1.
Notice that the gauge symmetry transformations for the Chern–Simons field, being identical
in form to those of the electromagnetic field, are globally reducible and this leads to the odd
symmetry Y . Explicitly,
δY C
∗ = 0, δYA∗ = 0, δYA = 0, δY C = 1.
The symmetry is obviously Hamiltonian,
iY ω = δC
∗,
and the Hamiltonian C∗ gives rise to the conserved currents A∗, A, and C as is seen from (5.8).
Computing the various Lie brackets of the currents, we find
{A∗, A∗}1 = 0, {A,A}2 = 0, {C,C}3 = −1.
Here we face with the phenomenon of central extension mentioned at the end of Section 4.
Namely, the abelian super-Lie algebra [Y, Y ] = 0 of symmetry gets central extension when
evaluated at the level of conserved currents.
The integral of the conserved current A over a loop γ ⊂M gives the conserved “charge”
h =
∫
γ
A,
which is nothing but the holonomy of the flat abelian connection A. One can think of these
holonomy invariants as global degrees of freedom in the Chern–Simons theory.
5.4 Linearized gravity
Our last example is the free massless field of spin 2. This theory can be obtained by linearizing
Einstein’s equations about the flat background. In the vierbein formalism, the background
geometry is described by the vierbein {ha}, which is assumed to be given by a set of four linearly
independent, closed 1-forms on the Minkowski space. The small fluctuations of geometry around
the flat background are described by the collection of ten 1-form fields ea and ωab = −ωba. These
are identified, respectively, with the perturbations of the flat vierbein and spin connection. In
accordance with the general prescriptions of the BV formalism, this set of fields is extended
by the ghost fields ca and cab = −cba, associated with the general coordinate and local Lorentz
invariance, as well as the antifields e∗a, ω∗ab, c
∗
a, and c
∗
ab. The form degrees and the ghost numbers
of the introduced fields are collected in the following table:
c∗a c∗ab e
∗
a ω
∗
ab e
a ωab ca cab
deg 4 4 3 3 1 1 0 0
gh −2 −2 −1 −1 0 0 1 1
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The canonical BV symplectic structure assumes the form
ω = δea ∧ δe∗a + δωab ∧ δω∗ab + δca ∧ δc∗a + δcab ∧ δc∗ab. (5.10)
In order to define the classical BRST differential Q it is convenient to introduce the following
collections of background 1- and 2-forms:
habc = εabcdh
d, Hab = h
c ∧ habc,
with εabcd being the Levi-Civita symbol. Then the action of Q is given by the relations
δQc
∗
a = de
∗
a, δQc
∗
ab = dω
∗
ab − 12
(
e∗a ∧ hb − e∗b ∧ ha
)
,
δQe
∗
a = dω
bc ∧ habc, δQω∗ab = dec ∧ hcab + 12
(
ωb
c ∧Hac − ωac ∧Hbc
)
,
δQe
a = dca + cabhb, δQω
ab = dcab,
δQc
a = 0, δQc
ab = 0.
This action is Hamiltonian relative to (5.10) and is generated by the BV master Lagrangian
L = ea ∧ dωbc ∧ habc + 12ωac ∧ ωcb ∧Hab + e∗a ∧
(
dca + cabhb
)
+ ω∗ab ∧ dcab.
Hereafter all indices are raised and lowered by means of the Minkowski metric. The BV sym-
plectic structure (5.10) gives rise to the following sequence of presymplectic forms of decreasing
horizontal degree and increasing ghost number:
δQω = dω1, ω1 = δe
a ∧ δωbc ∧ habc + δca ∧ δe∗a + δcab ∧ δω∗ab, gh(ω1) = 0,
δQω = dω2, ω2 =
(
δca ∧ δωbc + δcab ∧ δec) ∧ habc, gh(ω2) = 1,
δQω = dω3, ω3 = δc
a ∧ δcbc ∧ habc, gh(ω3) = 2,
and δQω3 = 0. Thus, the length of the linearized gravity is 3.
As with the Maxwell electrodynamics, the isometries of the Minkowski space give rise to the
conserved energy-momentum tensor of spin-2 field. This conservation law, however, does not
survive in the full nonlinear theory. In general relativity, the canonical energy-momentum tensor
is known to vanish on shell. Much more interesting are the lower-degree conservation laws that
are present in the theory. These can be constructed as follows.
Let ξa and ξab = −ξba be some functions on the Minkowski space. Define the odd evolutionary
vector field Y by the relations
δY c
a = ξa, δY c
ab = ξab, δY (the other fields) = 0.
As above, by δY we denoted the Lie derivative along Y . Using Proposition 5.1, one can see that
the vector field Y is a symmetry iff the following equations are satisfied:
dξa = ξabhb, dξ
ab = 0.
The general solution to these equations is obvious. If we choose ha = dxa, where xa are the
Cartesian coordinates on R1,3, then
ξa(x) = ζa + ζabxb, ξ
ab(x) = ζab
for arbitrary constant parameters ζa and ζab = −ζba. The ξ’s are naturally identified with the
ten Killing vectors of the Minkowski metric. The symmetry Y is clearly Hamiltonian:
iY ω = δH, H = ξ
ac∗a + ξ
abc∗ab.
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The Hamiltonian H, being a physical observable, generates the following sequence of conserved
currents:
δQH = dJ1, J1 = ξ
ae∗a + ξ
abω∗ab, deg J1 = 3, gh J1 = −1,
δQJ1 = dJ2, J2 =
(
ξaωbc + ξabec
) ∧ habc, deg J2 = 2, gh J2 = 0,
δQJ2 = dJ3, J3 =
(
ξacbc + ξabcc
) ∧ habc, deg J3 = 1, gh J3 = 1,
and δQJ3 = 0. The integral of the 10-parameter family of conserved currents J2 over a closed,
space-like surface S ⊂ R1,3 gives the net energy-momentum P and the angular momentum M
of the spin-2 field produced by the sources inside S:
Pa =
∫
S
ωbc ∧ habc, Mab =
∫
S
ec ∧ habc + 1
2
(
xbω
dc ∧ hadc − xaωdc ∧ hbdc
)
.
Although these conserved currents do not extend into the full nonlinear theory of gravity, they
can be used for the derivation of asymptotic conservation laws (e.g., ADM energy) in general
relativity via a surface integral at infinity [3, 4, 29].
Evaluating now the descendent brackets of the conserved currents above, one can easily find{
Jξ1 , J
ξ′
1
}
1
= 0,
{
Jξ2 , J
ξ′
2
}
2
= 0,
{
Jξ3 , J
ξ′
3
}
3
= −(ξaξ′bc + ξ′aξbc)habc,
As with the Chern–Simons theory, the Lie brackets of the zero-degree currents get the central
extension.
A Jet bundles and the variational bicomplex
In this appendix, we briefly recall some basic elements from the theory of jet bundles and
variational bicomplex, which are relevant for our discussion. A more systematic exposition of
these concepts can be found in [2, 11, 24, 26].
The starting point of any field theory is a locally trivial fiber bundle pi : E →M whose base
is identified with the space-time manifold and which sections are called classical fields. For
the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to fields with values in vector bundles, although
the subsequent discussion could be straightforwardly extended to general smooth bundles. On
the other hand, to accommodate bosonic and fermionic fields, we allow the fibers of E to
be superspaces with a given number of even and odd dimensions; in so doing, the base M
remains a pure even manifold. The Grassmann parity of a homogeneous object A is denoted by
(A) ∈ {0, 1}.
Associated with a vector bundle pi : E → M is the vector bundle pik : JkE → M of k-jets
of sections of E. By definition, the k-jet jkxφ at x ∈ M is just the equivalence class of the
section φ ∈ Γ(E), where two sections are considered to be equivalent if they have the same
Taylor development of order k at x ∈M in some (and hence any) adapted coordinate chart. It
follows from the definition that each section φ of E induces the section jkφ of JkE by the rule
(jkφ)(x) = jkxφ. The latter is called the k-jet prolongation of φ.
If E|U ' Rm × U is an adapted coordinate chart with local coordinates (xi, φa), then
(xi, φa, φai , . . . , φ
a
i1···ik) are local coordinates in J
kE and the induced section jkφ is given in
these coordinates by
x 7→ (x, φa(x), ∂iφa(x), . . . , ∂i1 · · · ∂ikφa(x)).
We use the multi-index notation and the summation convention through the paper. A multi-
index I = i1i2 · · · in represents the corresponding set of symmetric covariant indices. The order
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of the multi-index is given by |I| = k. By definition we set Ij = jI = i1i2 · · · ikj. With the
multi-index notation we can write the partial derivatives of fields as ∂i1 · · · ∂ikφa = ∂Iφa and
the set of local coordinates on JkE|U as (xi, φaI ), |i| ≤ k.
Jet bundles come with natural projection JkE → Jk−1E defined by forgetting all the deriva-
tives of order k. One can easily see that this projection gives JkE the structure of an affine
bundle over the base Jk−1E. Thus, we have the infinite sequence of surjective submersions
· · · // J3E // J2E // J1E // J0E ' E . (A.1)
The infinite order jet bundle J∞E is now defined as the inverse limit over the jet order k:
J∞E = lim←− J
kE.
Let Λ∗(JkE) denote the space of differential forms on JkE. The sequence of projections (A.1)
gives rise to the chain of pullback maps
· · · Λ∗(J3E)oo Λ∗(J2E)oo Λ∗(J1E)oo Λ∗(J0E)oo .
This allows one to define the space of differential forms on Λ(J∞E) as the direct limit
Λ∗(J∞E) = lim−→ Λ
∗(JkE).
According to this definition each differential form on J∞E is the pullback of a smooth form
on some finite jet bundle JkE. As usual, the smooth functions on J∞E are identified with
the 0-forms. For notational simplicity, we will not distinguish between a form on J∞E and its
representatives in finite-dimensional jet bundles. The exterior differential on Λ∗(J∞E) will be
denoted by D.
The de Rham complex (Λ∗(J∞E), D) of differential forms on J∞E possesses the differential
ideal C(J∞E) of contact forms. By definition, α ∈ C(J∞E) iff (j∞φ)∗α = 0 for all sections
φ ∈ Γ(E). The ideal C(J∞E) is known to be generated by the contact 1-forms, which in local
coordinates take the form δφaI := Dφ
a
I − φaIjDxj . Using the contact forms, one can split the
exterior differential D into the sum of horizontal and vertical differentials, namely, D = d + δ
where
d = dxj ∧
(
∂
∂xj
+ φaIj
∂
∂φaI
)
, δ = δφaI ∧
∂l
∂φaI
.
It is easy to see that
d2 = 0, δ2 = 0, dδ + δd = 0.
Any p-form of Λp(J∞E) can now be written as a finite sum of homogeneous forms
fdxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxir ∧ δφa1I1 ∧ · · · ∧ δφasIs
of horizontal degree r and vertical degree s, with r + s = p and f being a smooth function
on J∞E. The variational bicomplex is the double complex (Λ∗,∗(J∞E), δ, d) of differential
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forms on J∞E:
...
...
...
0 // Λ2,0(J∞E)
δ
OO
d // Λ2,1(J∞E) d //
δ
OO
. . .
d // Λ2,n(J∞E)
δ
OO
0 // Λ1,0(J∞E)
δ
OO
d // Λ1,1(J∞E) d //
δ
OO
. . .
d // Λ1,n(J∞E)
δ
OO
0 // Λ0,0(J∞E)
δ
OO
d // Λ0,1(J∞E) d //
δ
OO
. . .
d // Λ0,n(J∞E).
δ
OO
The most important result concerning the variational bicomplex for the vector bundle pi : E →M
is that all the columns and interior rows of the diagram above are exact.
It is possible to augment the variational bicomplex from below by the de Rham complex of
the base manifold:
0 // Λ0,0(J∞E) d // Λ0,1(J∞E) d // . . . d // Λ0,n(J∞E)
0 // Λ0(M)
pi∗∞
OO
d // Λ1(M)
d //
pi∗∞
OO
. . .
d // Λn(M)
pi∗∞
OO
0
OO
0
OO
0.
OO
The resulting bicomplex remains exact in columns.
As with any bicomplex, one can consider the relative cohomology of “δ modulo d”. It is
described by the groups Hp,q(J∞E; δ/d) which are essentially the cohomology groups of the
quotient complex Λ˜p,q(J∞E) = Λp,q(J∞E)/dΛp,q−1(J∞E) with differential induced by δ. In
the main text, we often use the following statement about the relative δ-cohomology.
Proposition A.1 ([11, Section 19.3.9]).
Hp,q(J∞E; δ/d) = 0 for p > 0 and H0,q(J∞E; δ/d) ' Λq(M)/dΛq−1(M).
The quotient δ-complex Λ˜p,n(J∞E) = Λp,n(J∞E)/dΛp,n−1(J∞E) provides a natural aug-
mentation of the variational bicomplex from the right:
...
...
d // Λ2,n(J∞E)
δ
OO
p // Λ˜n,2(J∞E) //
δ
OO
0
d // Λ1,n(J∞E)
δ
OO
p // Λ˜1,n(J∞E) //
δ
OO
0
d // Λ0,n(J∞E)
δ
OO
p // Λ˜0,n(J∞E) //
δ
OO
0.
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p being the canonical projection onto the quotient space. Proposition A.1 ensures that the
appended column is exact. The space Λ˜0,n(J∞E) is usually identified with the space of local
functionals of fields. The correspondence between the two spaces is established by the assignment
Λ˜0,n(J∞E) 3 [a] 7→ A[φ] =
∫
M
(j∞φ)∗(a),
with φ being a compactly supported section of E.
The space Λ1,n(J∞E) has a distinguished subspace spanned by the source forms. These are
given by finite sums of the forms
α ∧ δφa,
where α ∈ Λ0,n(J∞E). Using the exactness of the variational bicomplex one can prove the
following
Proposition A.2 ([11]). For any (1, n)-form α there exists a unique source form β and a (1, n−
1)-form γ such that
α = β + dγ.
The form γ is uniquely determined up to a d-exact form. In particular, a nonzero source form
can never be d-exact.
Given λ ∈ Λ0,n(J∗E), we can apply the proposition above to δλ. We get
δλ = δφa ∧ δλ
δφa
+ dγ.
The coefficients δλ/δφa defining the source form are called the Euler-Lagrange derivative of the
form λ. Explicitly,
δλ
δφa
= (−∂)I ∂λ
∂φaI
,
where
(−∂)I = (−1)|I|∂I , ∂I = ∂i1 · · · ∂ik , ∂i =
∂
∂xi
+ φaIi
∂l
∂φaI
. (A.2)
Dual to the space of 1-forms on J∞E is the space of vector fields X(J∞E). In terms of local
coordinates, the elements of X(J∞E) are given by the formal series
X = Xi
∂
∂xi
+XaI
∂l
∂φaI
, (A.3)
where Xi and XaI are smooth functions on J
∞E. A vector field X is called vertical if Xi = 0.
The operation iX of contraction of the vector field (A.3) with a differential form is defined
as usual: iX is a differentiation of the exterior algebra Λ
∗(J∞E) of form degree −1 and the
Grassmann parity X˜ + 1 which action on the basis 1-forms is given by
iXδφ
a
I = X
a
I , iXdx
j = Xj .
The operator of the Lie derivative along the vector field X is defined by the magic Cartan’s
formula
LX = iXD + (−1)(X)DiX . (A.4)
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A vertical vector field X is called evolutionary if
iXd+ (−1)(X)diX = 0.
It follows from the definition that the vector field (A.3) is evolutionary iff Xi = 0 and XaI =
∂I(X
a), where ∂I is defined by (A.2). Hence, any vertical field of the form X0 = X
a∂/∂φa
admits a unique prolongation to an evolutionary vector field. We call X0 the source vector field
for the evolutionary vector field X. (Our nomenclature is not standard; most of the authors
prefer to call the vector field X0 evolutionary, rather than its prolongation X.) Note that the
Lie derivative along the evolutionary vector field X can be written as LX = iXδ+ (−1)(X)δiX .
It is clear that the evolutionary vector fields form a closed Lie algebra.
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